Solar Technology
for

VRF air conditioners

Solutions for self-consumption of solar energy

Save Money
and the
planet

Suitable for office buildings, commercial
centers, industrial buildings, residential resorts,
hotels…
www.senr.fr

The first Hybrid Solar Air conditioning system !
Smart system Module
Energy Resource Managment,
Production, consumption, storage, injection
Air conditioning managment,
Indoor conditions, schedule, remote control
BMS & energy monitoring
Compatibility with KNX, Lonworks, Bacnet,
Modbus
Solutions without P.V.
The SRV-TECH can handle Ac installation as
a standard central controller, but also reduce
consumption to a pre-determined value with
local or remote supervision.
It uses an open protocol for communication in
a smart grid network.
Solutions with P.V.
The SRV-TECH can reduce consumption to a
pre-determined value or limit it to the only
ENR production + storaged energy
In both cases, the expenses are under control and ROI is shorter
Ready to integrate a design Self-Sufficient Building and be connected to the future
deployment of "smart grid" technologies and thus manage intermittent renewable energy.

Smart system with
real time management
SENR presents its new SRV-TECH system
Designed specifically to control Centralized AC systems connected to intermittent
energy production, it preserves the user from local blackout.
It prevents the installation from P.V. penetration ratio limitation.
It allows installation's run on weak electrical distribution networks or isolated sites

SRV system components
An high performances AC system (IPLV >7) alone allows high energy efficiency.
Inverter or smoothing cabinet (depends on solution choosed) gives security and optimizes P.V. production.
Optionnal Energy Storage allows quick response to electrical supply failure

Indoor units

The SRV range achieves the industry's top class energy efficiency of cooling and heating by
using DC compressor control, DC Fan motor, and improved performance heat exchanger.

Large range of capacities from 14 to 275 kW
(8 to 88HP)
64 indoor units to connect since 40HP
Smaller footprint area and lighter weight,
making it a perfect fit for larger buildings.
Patented air-cooling technology for electric
control parts.
With the effort on optimization of system
structure and air passage, the actual running
noise reduced by 3dB(A)
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A globalized offer

The SRV system’s offer, is
the combination of expertise
of three major players in :
air conditioning,
automation,
and photovoltaic production.
Different
expertise
to
create a unique solution
that guarantees optimal
results, total comfort and
promises you to master
your energy costs for the
coming years.

The benefits of solar power

The sun is an inexhaustible supply of renewable energy, green and free. Each one can
produce and use photovoltaic electricity with confidence.
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